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Older Reader
“A World of Food: India”
By Anita Ganeri
J 641.300 GAN
While it does include a few recipes, A World of Food
series focuses primarily on the culture, farming, and
crops of the country. This text on India also covers
festivals and the differences between regions.

“Let’s Sew”
By DK Publishing
J 646.4 LET
These 10 easy sewing projects are ideal for
beginners. Offerings include what should be
contained in a sewing kit, how to thread a needle,
and different types of stitches.

“Roald Dahl’s Revolting Recipes”
By Roald Dahl
J 641.5 DAH
Fresh Mudburgers?! Lickable Wallpaper?! Scrambled
Dregs?! Roald Dahl created many weirdly named
foods for his books. Now you can try them!

“Soapmaking”
By Joe Rhatigan
J 688.12 RHA
Melt and pour soapmaking is lots of fun once you
know how to do it, and here’s the perfect guide.
Explains everything you need to get started.

“Hawaiian”
By Joyce Libal
J 641.5996 LIB
The American Regional Cooking Library presents
recipes, accompanied by traditions, in consultation
with the Culinary Institute of America.

“Knit, Hook, and Spin”
By Laurie Carlson
J 745.5 CAR
Within fiber arts there are many specialties. This text
gives an overview of many of them such as knitting,
crocheting, spinning, weaving, and braiding.

“Cooking the Mexican”
By Rosa Coronado
J 641.5972 COR
This text covers the history, geography, customs, and
cooking of Mexico. These recipes are simplified
versions of what would typically be served for
breakfast, lunch and dinner.

“Candle Making”
By Deborah Hufford
J 745.5 HUF
This book on candle making doesn’t limit itself. It also
includes other crafts that can be made with melted
wax. These will require some supervision, but candle
making is unique and can be used for gifts.

“Cody Coyote Cooks”
By Denice Skrepcinski
J 641.59 SKR
Read some tall tales that accompany super southwest
recipes. The traditional trickster Coyote makes his way
through Texas, New Mexico, and Arizona while
introducing the reader to new ingredients.

“Berry Smudges and Leaf Prints”
By Ellen B. Senisi
J 745.5 SEN
If you’ve ever wondered about how natural pigments
are made, this book explains. Use natural items to
harness their color in the creation of natural dye.
Painting or pressing, Berry Smudges will delight.
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